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NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF MULTI-ORDER FRACTIONALDIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONSKAI DIETHELM� AND NEVILLE J. FORDyAbstrat. We onsider the numerial solution of (possibly nonlinear) frational di�erentialequations of the form y(�)(t) = f(t; y(t); y(�1)(t); y(�2)(t); : : : ; y(�n)(t))with � > �1 > �2 > : : : > �n and �� �1 � 1, �j � �j+1 � 1, 0 < �n � 1, and where the derivativesare understood in the Caputo sense.We begin by disussing the questions of existene and uniqueness of solutions, and we investigatehow the solutions depend on the given data. We propose onvergent and stable numerial methodsbased on a nearly equivalent system of frational di�erential equations of order not exeeding �n.We give partiular emphasis to the pratially important linear ase and also present results fornonlinear problems.Key words. Multi-term frational di�erential equation, Caputo derivative, existene, unique-ness, strutural stability, Adams methodAMS subjet lassi�ations. Primary 65L05; seondary 65L06, 65R20, 26A33, 34A12, 34A45,34D30.1. Introdution. Numerial methods for the solution of linear frational di�er-ential equations involving only one frational derivative are well established (see forexample [1, 2, 5, 16℄). The work [3℄ ontains many referenes to frational integrationmethods and related theory although it does not expliitly address frational di�eren-tial equations. There have been some attempts to solve linear problems with multiplefrational derivatives (the so-alled multi-term equations) [7, 12, 19, 21℄ but a om-plete analysis has not been given so far. Nonlinear equations have reeived rather lessattention in the literature, partly beause many of the model equations proposed havebeen linear. Indeed, some writers have proposed that the use of frational di�erentialequations in a model an avoid altogether the need to introdue nonlinearity. Morereently, appliations have inluded lasses of nonlinear frational di�erential equa-tions (see, for example [9℄) and this motivates us to onsider their e�etive numerialsolution. To our knowledge this paper presents the �rst viable numerial method forthe solution of nonlinear multi-order frational di�erential equations.We are onerned with providing good quality algorithms for the solution of multi-order frational di�erential equations of the general (possibly nonlinear) formy(�)(t) = f(t; y(t); y(�1)(t); y(�2)(t); : : : ; y(�n)(t)) (1.1)where � > �1 > �2 > : : : > �n and � � �1 � 1, �j � �j+1 � 1, 0 < �n � 1, and itslinear speial ase y(�)(t) = �0y(t) + nXj=1 �jy(�j)(t) + f(t): (1.2)�Institut f�ur Angewandte Mathematik, Tehnishe Universit�at Braunshweig, Pokelsstra�e 14,38106 Braunshweig, Germany (K.Diethelm�tu-bs.de)yDepartment of Mathematis, Chester College, Parkgate Road, Chester CH1 4BJ, United King-dom (njford�hester.a.uk). Corresponding author. Neville Ford is a member of the ManhesterCentre for Computational Mathematis 1



2 K. DIETHELM AND N. J. FORDOur approah is based on a generalisation of an approah ommonly employed in thesolution of ordinary di�erential equations of order two or above, where the equationis onverted to a system of equations of order one. In the ase of frational orderequations, the analysis has some unique features. We onsider the linear equation�rst and then develop our theory for nonlinear problems. One advantage of treatingthe linear equation separately is that there is an expliit expression for the solutionand this provides useful additional insight.In Setion 2 we introdue the notation and de�nitions and disuss the form ofinitial onditions we shall use. This is partiularly important with frational deriva-tives beause there are several de�nitions available and they have some fundamentaldi�erenes. Indeed, it turns out that the form of initial onditions hosen is a keyelement in the wide appliability of the approah we have developed. We also reviewand generalize our reent work (see [7℄) in whih we proposed methods for the solutionof the (multi-term) Bagley-Torvik equation based on the onversion of the problemto a system.In Setion 3, we analyse the linear equation. We show that any multi-term linearequation may be approximated arbitrarily losely by a system of linear frational dif-ferential equations of a single order. This allows us to invoke the powerful tehniquesfrom Setion 2 to obtain an arbitrarily good approximation for the unknown solution.In Setion 4, we turn to the nonlinear problem. After a brief disussion of somebasi theoretial results, we show that the onversion of a nonlinear multi-order equa-tion to an approximating system of single-order equations is possible in this ase too.In Setion 5 we present our results based on the use of an algorithm for solvingthe resulting nonlinear system.2. Basi ideas and de�nitions. We reall the de�nition of the Riemann-Liouville di�erential operators of frational order q > 0,Dqy(t) := 1�(m� q) dmdtm Z t0 y(u)(t� u)q�m+1 duwhere m is the integer de�ned by m � 1 < q < m (see [20, 22℄) whih arise in themodelling of many physial phenomena [9, 14, 15, 17, 18℄.The standard approah [22, x42℄, is to de�ne the initial onditions orrespondingto (1.1) or (1.2) in the formdq�kdtq�k y(t)jt=0+ = bk; k = 1; 2; : : : ;m = bq + 1;with given values bk. Thus we are fored to speify some frational derivatives of thefuntion y. In pratial appliations, these values are frequently not available, and itmay not even be lear what their physial meaning is (see [9℄). Therefore Caputo [4℄has suggested that one should inorporate the lassial derivatives (of integer order) ofthe funtion y, as they are ommonly used in initial value problems with integer-orderequations, into the frational-order equation, givingDq�y(t) := Dq(y � Tm�1[y℄)(t) = f(t; y(t)); (2.1a)where Tm�1[y℄ is the Taylor polynomial of order (m � 1) for y, entered at 0. Forq 2 N, one simply de�nes Dq� to be the usual di�erential operator of order q. Then,one an speify the initial onditions in the lassial formy(k)(0) = y(k)0 ; k = 0; 1; : : : ;m� 1: (2.1b)



MULTI-ORDER FRACTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 3It is derivatives of the Caputo type de�ned in (2.1a) and initial onditions of the form(2.1b) that we shall apply in this paper. As we remarked in [7℄, the use of Caputoinitial onditions allows a more general appliation of our tehnique than would bethe ase for the Riemann-Liouville formulation. The two formulations oinide whenthe initial onditions are zero. Some authors (see, for example, [21℄) remark that zeroinitial onditions are the most natural ase to arise in appliations and are also thespeial ase where all available de�nitions of the frational derivative oinide.As we saw in our reent paper [7℄ it an be a simple matter to onvert some linearequations with ommensurate multiple frational derivatives into a linear system offrational di�erential equations of low order. One an then show that the appliationof (for example) frational linear multistep methods to the solution of the resultingsystem is exatly equivalent to the solution of the problem in its original form by theorresponding frational linear multistep methods. One an also show that this shemefor the linear system inherits the properties (derived by Lubih [16℄) for the salarase and that there results an e�etive algorithm for the solution of the equation.To make our approah lear onsider an example. For the equationD�� y(t) = f(t; y(t); D�1� y(t); D�2� y(t); : : : ; D�n� y(t)) (2.2)subjet to the initial onditionsy(k)(0) = y(k)0 ; k = 0; 1; : : : ; d�e � 1 (2.3)we assume � > �1 > �2 > : : : > �n and � � �1 � 1, �j � �j+1 � 1, 0 < �n � 1 and�; �j 2 Q. Let M be the least ommon multiple of the denominators of �, �1, : : : ,�n, and set  := 1=M and N :=M�. We have the following theorem on equivaleneof a nonlinear system:Theorem 2.1. The equation (2:2), equipped with the initial onditions (2:3), isequivalent to the system of equationsD�y1(t) = y2(t);D�y2(t) = y3(t);D�y3(t) = y4(t);...D�yN�1(t) = yN (t);D�yN (t) = f(t; y~�1=+1(t); : : : ; y~�n=+1(t)); (2.4)together with the initial onditionsyj(0) = (y(k)0 if j = kM + 1 with some k 2 N,0 else; (2.5)in the following sense.1. Whenever Y := (y1; : : : ; yN)T with y1 2 Cd�e[0; b℄ for some b > 0 is thesolution of the system (2:4), equipped with the orresponding initial onditions,the funtion y := y1 solves the multi-term equation (2:2), and it satis�es theinitial onditions (2:3).2. Whenever y 2 Cd�e[0; b℄ is a solution of the multi-term equation (2:2) satisfy-ing the initial onditions (2:3), the vetor-valued funtion Y := (y1; : : : yN)T:= (y;D�y;D2� y; : : : ; D(N�1)� y)T satis�es the system (2:4) and the initialonditions (2:5).



4 K. DIETHELM AND N. J. FORDThis statement is a simple generalisation of [7, Thm. 2.1℄. The proof an bearried over easily.We note in partiular that the system (2.4) is linear if the given equation (2.2) islinear.3. The linear theory. Theorem 2.1 has shown that the onversion of a fra-tional di�erential equation with multiple frational derivatives to a system follows theorresponding idea for integer order equations. However for frational order equationsone requires the assumption of ommensuray of the orders. It has been remarkedelsewhere that when the orders are not ommensurate then there is no system offrational equations that exatly orresponds to the original problem. To overomethis diÆulty we use the well known fat that any real number an be approximatedarbitrarily losely by a rational number and therefore one an approximate any lin-ear frational di�erential equation with multiple frational derivatives by an equationwhose orders are as lose as we hoose to the original orders, and yet whose ordersare ommensurate (in fat rational) | a property that will apply in any ase as soonas the orders are stored in a omputer. In this setion we prove that the problemis struturally stable in the sense that the solution to the approximating linear sys-tem that results lies lose to the solution of the original linear frational di�erentialequation. To be preise, we will prove that the error in the solution that results fromintroduing these perturbed orders of derivative is of the same order of magnitude asthe perturbation introdued (f. [6℄).Remark 3.1. Without loss of generality, we assume that every non rational orderis approximated by a nearby rational order in the same interval (�; � + 1); � 2 N. Ifwe did not make this assumption, we ould need di�erent initial onditions in theperturbed equations ompared with the original problem.Our tool in this part of the analysis is the frational Green's funtion (see, forexample, [21℄). This allows us to give an expliit representation of the solution toboth the original problem and to the approximation and leads to our onlusion. Theanalytial solution of the original problem takes the form:y(t) = Z t0 G(t� u)f(u)duwith G(t) = 1Xm=0 (�1)mm! Xk0+k1+:::+kn�2=m;ki�0(m; k0; : : : ; kn�2)� n�2Yi=0(��n�i)kit(���1)m+�+Pn�2j=0 (�1��n�j)kj�1�E(m)���1;�+Pn�2j=0 (�1��n�j)kj ��1t���1�where (m; k0; : : : ; kn�2) = m!=Qn�2i=0 (ki!) is the multinomial oeÆient and E(k)�;� isthe kth derivative of the Mittag-Le�er funtion with parameters � and �, given byE(k)�;�(t) = 1Xj=0 (j + k)!tjj!�(�j + �k + �) :



MULTI-ORDER FRACTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 5For the perturbed problem, the solution takes the form~y(t) = Z t0 ~G(t� u)f(u)duwith ~G(t) = 1Xm=0 (�1)mm! Xk0+k1+:::+kn�2=m;ki�0(m; k0; : : : ; kn�2)� n�2Yi=0(��n�i)kit(~��~�1)m+~�+Pn�2j=0 ( ~�1�~�n�j)kj�1�E(m)~��~�1;~�+Pn�2j=0 ( ~�1�~�n�j)kj ��1t~��~�1� :It follows that the perturbation in the solution z = y � ~y satis�esz(t) = Z t0 Ĝ(t� u)f(u)duwith Ĝ(t) = G(t) � ~G(t). We an onlude that, over any �nite time interval [0; T ℄,the value z is bounded by kĜk1 � kfk1T , and using a Gronwall-type argument it isstraightforward to show that kĜk1 = O(�) where� = maxf�� ~�; �1 � ~�1; : : : ; �n � ~�ng:We summarise this in the following Theorem:Theorem 3.1. Let y be the solution ofD�� y(t) = �0y(t) + nXj=1 �jD�j� y(t) + f(t)with initial onditions y(k)(0) = y(k)0 , k = 0; 1; : : : ; d�e � 1, and let z be the solutionof D~�� z(t) = �0y(t) + nXj=1 �jD ~�j� z(t) + f(t)with initial onditions z(k)(0) = y(k)0 , k = 0; 1; : : : ; d�e�1 where j��~�j < �; j�j� ~�j j <�: For T <1, we have ky � zkL1[0;T ℄ = O(�); �! 0:4. The nonlinear problem. We adopt the same general approah for the non-linear problem. Here we begin with a proof that the nonlinear equationD�� y(t) = f(t; y(t); D�1� y(t); D�2� y(t); : : : ; D�n� y(t)) (4.1)subjet to the initial onditionsy(k)(0) = y(k)0 ; k = 0; 1; : : : ; d�e � 1 (4.2)



6 K. DIETHELM AND N. J. FORDhas (under natural Lipshitz onditions imposed on f) a unique ontinuous solution.Note that this initial value problem oinides with the problem (2.2) and (2.3) thatwe onsidered in Theorem 2.1, but with the di�erene that for the existene anduniqueness proof below we do not need the number-theoreti hypotheses assumed inthat theorem. Those properties are only important when disussing the onversionof the multi-order equation to a system of single-order equations. We reall that ourprevious paper [6℄ gave the following existene and uniqueness results for the equationD�� y(t) = f(t; y(t)):Lemma 4.1 (Existene (see [6℄)). Assume that D := [0; ��℄ � [y(0)0 � a; y(0)0 + a℄with some �� > 0 and some a > 0, and let the funtion f : D ! R be ontinuous.Furthermore, de�ne � := minf��; (a�(q+1)= kfk1)1=qg. Then, there exists a funtiony : [0; �℄! R solving the initial value problem (2:1).Lemma 4.2 (Uniqueness (see [6℄)). Assume that D := [0; ��℄� [y(0)0 � a; y(0)0 + a℄with some �� > 0 and some a > 0. Furthermore, let the funtion f : D ! R bebounded on D and ful�l a Lipshitz ondition with respet to the seond variable, i.e.jf(x; y)� f(x; z)j � Ljy � zjwith some onstant L > 0 independent of x, y, and z. Then, denoting � as in Lemma4:1, there exists at most one funtion y : [0; �℄ ! R solving the initial value problem(2:1).The generalisation of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 to vetor-valued funtions y is imme-diate.For the nonlinear equation with multiple frational derivatives of ommensurateorder, we begin by onverting (as in Setion 2) to a system of nonlinear frationaldi�erential equations of low order. As above, M is the least ommon multiple of thedenominators of �, �1, : : : , �n, and we set  := 1=M and N :=M�.Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 then apply to the system (2.4) with initial onditions (2.5)yielding an existene-uniqueness theorem for the ommensurate multi-order problem:Theorem 4.3 (Existene and uniqueness (multi-term, ommensurate orders)).Let the ontinuous funtion f in (4:1) satisfy a uniform Lipshitz ondition with Lip-shitz onstant L in all its arguments exept for the �rst on a suitable domain D.Assume further that the orders �; �j are rational. Then the equation (4:1) subjet to(4:2) has a unique ontinuous solution on an interval [0; T ℄ of the real line.Next we derive a Gronwall-type result (see, for example, [3℄ for a disussion ofsimilar results that apply to integral equations). We show that, under small variationsin the orders �j in (4.1), we an give a uniform bound on the hange in the solutionon any losed bounded interval [0; T ℄. We state and prove the result for an equationwith two terms, but the generalisation to multi-term equations is straightforward.Theorem 4.4 (Gronwall-type result for a two-term equation). Let � > �; ~� > 0be hosen so that the equationsD�� y(t) = f(t; y(t); D�� y(t)) (4.3)subjet to the initial onditionsy(0) = y0; y0(0) = y00; : : : ; y(d�e�1)(0) = y(d�e�1)0 (4.4)and D�� z(t) = f(t; z(t); D ~�� z(t)) (4.5)



MULTI-ORDER FRACTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 7subjet to the same initial onditionsz(0) = y0; z0(0) = y00; : : : ; z(d�e�1)(0) = y(d�e�1)0 (4.6)(where f satis�es a Lipshitz ondition in its seond and third arguments on a suitabledomain) have unique ontinuous solutions y; z. We assume further that b� = b~�.Then Y = y � z satis�es a relation of the formY (t) � Kj� � ~�j+ Z t0 �Y (s)dsand it follows that there exist onstants K and � suh thatjy(t)� z(t)j � Kj� � ~�j exp(�T )for all t 2 [0; T ℄.Remark 4.1. Note that if �; �; ~� are all rational then the equations (4.3), (4.5)eah have a unique ontinuous solution and the onlusions of Theorem 2.1 apply.Proof. We write the solutions y and z in the form of the equivalent Volterraintegral equations:y(t) = d�e�1Xj=0 yjj! tj + 1�(�) Z t0 (t� s)��1f(s; y(s); D�� y(s))ds (4.7)and z(t) = d�e�1Xj=0 yjj! tj + 1�(�) Z t0 (t� s)��1f(s; z(s); D ~�� z(s))ds (4.8)and we �x T > 0. Subtrating we obtain the relationy(t)� z(t) = 1�(�) Z t0 (t� s)��1 �f(s; y(s); D�� y(s))� f(s; y(s); D ~�� y(s))� ds+ 1�(�) Z t0 (t� s)��1 �f(s; y(s); D ~�� y(s))� f(s; z(s); D ~�� z(s))� ds:Now, with m 2 N hosen so that m�1 < �; ~� < m, and bearing in mind that y isthe unique solution to (4.3) on [0; T ℄ we an estimate (using the Lipshitz onditionon f and the de�nition of the Caputo derivative) the �rst term on the right hand side:���� 1�(�) Z t0 (t� s)��1 �f(s; y(s); D��y(s))� f(s; y(s); D ~�� y(s))� ds���� � Kj� � ~�juniformly for t 2 [0; T ℄. Moreover we an use the Lipshitz onditions on f in theseond term on the right hand side to give���� 1�(�) Z t0 (t� s)��1 �f(s; y(s); D ~��y(s))� f(s; z(s); D ~�� z(s))� ds����< Z t0 �jy(s)� z(s)jds



8 K. DIETHELM AND N. J. FORDby evaluating the integral representations of the frational derivatives of y and z. Ifwe put Y (t) = jy(t)� z(t)j it follows thatY (t) � Kj� � ~�j+ Z t0 �Y (s)ds (4.9)Equation (4.9) now allows us to onlude (see, for example [3, p. 38℄) thatY (t) � Kj� � ~�j exp(�T ) (4.10)uniformly for t 2 [0; T ℄ and the proof is omplete.We use the onlusion of Theorem 4.4 several times. First we derive an existeneand uniqueness Theorem for more general multi-term nonlinear equations (with non-ommensurate multiple derivatives). As before, we give a proof for the two-termequation; the result an be easily generalised for equations with more terms.Theorem 4.5 (General Existene-Uniqueness). Let the funtion f satisfy a uni-form Lipshitz ondition in its seond and third arguments and be ontinuous in its�rst argument. It follows that the equationD�� y(t) = f(t; y(t); D�y(t)) (4.11)where � > � > 0, subjet to the initial onditionsy(0) = y0; y0(0) = y00; : : : ; y(b�)(0) = y(b�)0has a unique ontinuous solution on any �nite interval [0; T ℄.Proof. Case 1: �; � 2 Q. We observe that the result is already established when� and � are rational beause of Theorem 2.1 and Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2.Case 2: � 2 Q, � =2 Q. We onstrut a sequene (�j) of rational numbers whoselimit is �. Without loss of generality, the sequene lies in the interval (b�; b� + 1).Clearly by ase 1 the equation (4.11) with � replaed in turn by eah �j has a uniqueontinuous solution y[j℄ on [0; T ℄ whose Caputo derivative of order � is also ontinuous.We now use equation (4.9) together with the fat that �j�� ! 0 as j !1 to onludethat the sequene of solutions onverges uniformly on [0; T ℄ to a ontinuous funtiony with D�� y also being ontinuous. It remains to prove that this funtion y is thesolution of (4.11).To this end, de�ne rj(z) := kD�� z� f(�; z(�); D�j� z(�))kL1[0;T ℄ for any z suh thatD�� z is ontinuous. We immediately obtain rj(y[j℄) = 0 for all j. Sine y[j℄ ! yuniformly as j !1 and r is ontinuous on the spae we onsider, we �nd thatrj(y[j℄)� rj(y)! 0 as j !1:Therefore y is a solution of the given initial value problem.Beause of the Lipshitz ondition on f , we an prove the uniqueness of thesolution by the usual Piard iteration tehniques (f. the proof of [6, Thm. 2.2℄).Case 3: � =2 Q. In this ase we use a sequene (�j) of rational numbers satisfying� < �j < d�e for all j and limj!1 �j = �. For eah j we an use either ase 1 orase 2 (depending on whether � is rational or not) to provide a unique solution to theperturbed equation obtained by replaing � by �j . Then we proeed as in ase 2 toshow that the orresponding sequene of solutions onverges to the unique solution ofthe original problem.



MULTI-ORDER FRACTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 9We an now use the onlusion of Theorem 4.4 to derive a theorem on the stru-tural stability of the equation (4.3) even under small perturbations in the orders ofderivatives.Theorem 4.6 (Strutural Stability). Let y be the solution ofD�� y(t) = f(t; y(t); D�1� y(t); D�2� y(t); : : : ; D�n� y(t))with initial onditions y(k)(0) = y(k)0 ; k = 0; 1; : : : ; b�and let z be the solution ofD~�� z(t) = f(t; z(t); D ~�1� z(t); D ~�2� z(t); : : : ; D ~�n� z(t))with initial onditions z(k)(0) = y(k)0 ; k = 0; 1; : : : ; b�where j�� ~�j < �; j�j � ~�j j < �: For T <1, we haveky � zkL1[0;T ℄ = O(�); �! 0The theorem follows from the observation that the di�erene y � z is a Lipshitzfuntion of �� ~�; �1 � ~�1; : : : ; �n � ~�n beause of the Gronwall-type Theorem 4.4.Remark 4.2. It follows, by the appliation of Theorem 4.6, that the solution ofany non-ommensurate multi-order frational di�erential equation may be arbitrarilylosely approximated over any �nite time interval [0; T ℄ by solutions of equations ofrational order (whih may in turn be solved by onversion to a system of equations oflow order).5. A numerial method for general nonlinear equations. Finally we pre-sent an Adams-type preditor-orretor formula for the solution of systems of nonlin-ear equations of low order. Suh formulae are well established and are known to giveexellent results when applied to lassial ordinary di�erential equations. We furtherremark that the approah presented here of onversion to a large system of frationaldi�erential equations of low order may be useful in the development of further lassesof methods for solving problems of this type.Our approah follows the outline introdued in the previous setions. Spei�ally,given a (possibly nonlinear) frational di�erential equation of the formD~�� ~y(t) = f(t;D ~�1� ~y(t); D ~�2� ~y(t); : : : ; D ~�n� ~y(t)) (5.1)with initial onditions ~y(k)(0) = y(k)0 ; k = 0; 1; : : : ; d~�e � 1;we begin by approximating this equation byD�� y(t) = f(t;D�1� y(t); D�2� y(t); : : : ; D�n� (t)) (5.2)with the same initial onditions, where now the values �, �1, : : : , �n are rational.We have seen that, by a proper hoie of the new parameters, the di�erene ky� ~yk1



10 K. DIETHELM AND N. J. FORDof the solutions of these two equations an be made arbitrarily small. Then, in orderto solve eq. (5.2) numerially, we �rst onvert the equation into an equivalent systemof equations of order  as in Theorem 2.1. Thus we derive the system (2.4) withinitial onditions (2.5). To simplify things, we write this multidimensional initialvalue problem in the more abstrat formD�Y (t) = g(t; Y (t)); Y (0) = Y0; (5.3)where Y : [0; T ℄! RN , Y0 2 RN , and g : [0; T ℄� RN ! RN .For the solution of this problem, we propose to use the frational Adams-Bash-forth-Moulton sheme introdued in [9℄ and investigated in a more detailed way in[8℄. The sheme is based on rewriting the initial value problem (5.3) as an equivalentfrational integral equation,Y (t) = d�e�1Xj=0 Yjj! tj + 1�() Z t0 (t� u)�1g(u; Y (u))du: (5.4)We then introdue uniformly distributed grid points tj := jh with h = T=� for some� 2 N and look at the Volterra equation at these grid points. Here then we �ndan approximation Yj , say, for Y (tj), by a preditor-orretor approah: To obtainthe preditor, we replae the integral by a produt retangle quadrature formula(frational forward Euler method); for the orretor we use the produt trapezoidalformula. For full details, inluding expliit expressions for the weights required in animplementation of the method, we refer to [8, 10, 11℄.In our paper [11℄ we have onsidered in detail the onvergene properties of themethod applied here under various alternative assumptions on properties of the solu-tion or the given funtions. When  > 1 it turns out that, as already stated withoutproof in [9℄, we may obtain O(h2) errors as in the lassial ase of �rst-order di�eren-tial equations. However the onstrution desribed in x2 yields that normally we have0 <  < 1 sine  is hosen to be as 1=M with some integer M . In the ase 0 <  < 1both our theoretial investigations and our numerial experiments desribed in [11℄suggest that we are unlikely to do better than O(h1+).As a spei� example, we hoose the equationD1:455� ~y(t) = �t0:1E1:545(�t)E1:445(�t) exp(t)~y(t)D0:555� ~y(t) + exp(�2t)� [D1�~y(t)℄2 (5.5)for 0 � t � 1, equipped with the initial onditions ~y(0) = 1 and ~y0(0) = �1. Here E�denotes the Mittag-Le�er funtion with only one parameter �, de�ned byE�(z) := 1Xj=0 zj�(�j + 1) :Diret alulation enabled us to onstrut this equation in suh a way that its exatsolution is given by ~y(t) = exp(�t). We have hosen an example with di�erentialoperators of rational orders beause this allows us to ompare the approximationsobtained by the sheme desribed above (approximation by other rationals and thenappliation of the Adams method) with the approximations obtained by a diretappliation of the Adams sheme. This displays the inuene of the perturbation ofthe orders. More details about this feature and examples an be found in [6℄.



MULTI-ORDER FRACTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 11First, we looked at the following approximation of (5.5),D1:5� y(t) = �t0:1E1:545(�t)E1:445(�t) exp(t)y(t)D0:5� y(t) + exp(�2t)� [D1�y(t)℄2: (5.6)Of ourse, following our strategy the initial onditions that we have to ombine withthis equation are the same as those originally given for (5.5).Aording to Theorem 2.1, this an be onverted into an equivalent three-dimen-sional system (2.4) of order 1=2, where in partiular the last equation isD0:5� y3(t) = �t0:1E1:545(�t)E1:445(�t) exp(t)y1(t)y2(t) + exp(�2t)� [y3(t)℄2:We have solved this system numerially with the Adams-Bashforth-Moulton al-gorithm. The resulting errors are displayed in Fig. 5.1. In the alulations, the stepsizes were hosen as 1=10, 1=20, and 1=40, respetively.
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Fig. 5.1. Approximation errors for the oarse approximation (5.6) (dimension = 3) with h =1=10 (ontinuous line), h = 1=20 (dashed line), h = 1=40 (dot-dashed line)A look at this �gure indiates that the algorithm onverges as h! 0. Of oursethe error does not onverge to zero but rather to ~y � y, where ~y is the (in generalunknown) exat solution of (5.5) and y is the exat solution of the di�erential equa-tion (5.6) that we use as an approximation for (5.5). In view of the fat that theexat solution satis�es ~y(1) = exp(�1) � 0:368, we �nd a qualitatively orret pi-ture; quantitatively the relative error is about 1=3. A omparison with the resultsgiven below for the exat equation (5.5) shows that the method investigated here isextremely simple, espeially as far as the requirements of omputer memory and runtime are onerned. Therefore one may aept this approximation as satisfatory.Nevertheless, a relative error of 1=3 is too big if one is interested in qualitativelyorret data. Therefore we now ome to a more preise approximation. To �ndthis approximation, we attempt a better approximation of the original di�erentialequation. To ahieve this goal, we perturb the orders of the di�erential operators bya smaller amount than before. The resulting equation isD1:45� y(t) = �t0:1E1:545(�t)E1:445(�t) exp(t)y(t)D0:55� y(t) + exp(�2t)� [D1�y(t)℄2; (5.7)



12 K. DIETHELM AND N. J. FORDagain equipped with the same initial onditions. One more we transform this equa-tion to an equivalent system (2.4). This time the order of this system is  = 1=20,and the dimension is N = 29. We have solved the system with the same numerialmethod as in the previous ase; additionally we have tried the step size 1=80. In viewof the fat that the dimension is now almost ten times as large as in the �rst ase,the omputational work involved (i.e. the run time, unless paralellization is used) andthe required omputer memory also inrease by a fator of (approximately) 10. Theerrors obtained are reported in Fig. 5.2.
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Fig. 5.2. Approximation errors for the �ner approximation (5.7) (dimension = 29) with h =1=10 (ontinuous line), h = 1=20 (dashed line), h = 1=40 (dot-dashed line), h = 1=80 (dotted line)At �rst sight, three observations an be noted: (i) Convergene seems to takeplae, but muh slower than in the previous example; (ii) in the �rst steps of thealgorithm, the error is muh larger than in the previous example; (iii) the errors forthe various omputations (with di�erent step sizes) are idential in the �rst part ofthe interval under onsideration before they start to behave in di�erent ways. Thereis a ommon explanation for these three phenomena. To �nd this explanation, it isuseful to look at the way in whih the Adams method interats with the system (2.4)and with the initial onditions (2.5) for this system. Remember here that the solutionthat we are interested in is the �rst omponent of the vetor Y . At the point t0 = 0,we have the exat value (given by the initial ondition). Moreover, in view of (2.5),the nextM�1 omponents of Y0 are zero. Now the Adams method determines Y1 (theapproximation for Y (t1)) in the way that �rst a preditor is alulated. In view of thestruture of the right-hand side of the system (2.4), the rth omponent of the preditoris a linear ombination of the rth omponent of the initial value with the (r + 1)stomponents of the g(tk; Yk) (k = 0; 1; : : : ; j � 1). Spei�ally, the �rst omponent ofthe preditor is the linear ombination of the exat initial value (with oeÆient 1)and zero, and hene it is the initial value itself. Moreover, the omponents of index2; 3; : : : ;M�1 of the preditor all have the same form: linear ombination of zero andmore zeros, and thus they vanish too. The Mth omponent is the �rst nonvanishingone. Then we alulate the orretor, and a similar e�et happens: The inuene ofthe initial value YM (0) is propagated one more row to the (M � 1)st omponent ofY1, but all the previous omponents of Y1 oinide with those of Y0. This patternontinues to work through all the following steps: In every preditor-orretor pair,



MULTI-ORDER FRACTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 13the initial value YM (0) is propagated two more indies, until at last afterM=2 steps itreahes the �rst omponent. Until this point, the �rst omponent remains unhanged,and hene the numerial solution is stuk at the onstant value de�ned by the initialondition. So in the ase of our example, the �rst omponents of Y0; Y1; : : : ; Y9 areall equal to 1, and only when we reah Y10, the numerial solution begins to makeprogress towards the analytial solution. This behaviour is learly exhibited in Fig.5.2. Sine this phenomenon is independent of the step size, we �nd that the adversee�ets are redued with dereasing step sizes.Of ourse it must be noted that another reason for the slower onvergene is thatthe order of onvergene is O(h1+), and now the order  of the di�erential operator issmaller than before. But beause of the onsiderations above we also dedue that thevalues of h used in our alulations are not suÆiently small to reah the asymptotistage impliitly ontained in this error bound statement.As a onsequene we �nd that for systems of the form (2.4) it is not useful touse step sizes larger than, say, T=(4M). Thus if we try to improve the aurayof the approximating di�erential equation, we are typially fored to inrease M ,and therefore we must simultaneously derease the step size. Realling that, due tothe non-loal harater of the frational derivatives, the arithmeti omplexity of theAdams sheme is O(Nh�2) (where N is the dimension of the system that also behavesas O(M)), we �nd the overall result that the omplexity of the Adams sheme in itspresent form depends on M as O(M3). Some reent results [13℄ indiate that anadaptive grid may o�er a way of dereasing the omputational e�ort.In order to be able to give a full omparison, we shall now look at the numeri-al solution of the unperturbed initial value problem (5.5). Sine the orders of thedi�erential operators are all rational, our approah is appliable. First we onstrutthe equivalent system (2.4). In this ase, the order of the di�erential operator ap-pearing in this system is  = 1=200, and the dimension of the system is N = 291.Aording to our observations onerning the seond approximation, there is no pointin using the same step sizes as before | this would simply give a onstant numerialapproximation for the solution. The fat that  is muh smaller than before foresus to derease the step sizes too. We have therefore hosen h as 1=100, 1=200, 1=400,1=800, and 1=1600 in our experiments. The results are reported in Fig. 5.3.A look at this �gure reveals that onvergene does indeed take plae. However,we also see that h = 1=100 is still far too large to give a reasonable approximation.This on�rms the above remark on a sensible hoie of h. Atually we �nd aeptableresults from h = 1=800 onwards. It is obvious that this leads to muh larger require-ments onerning omputer memory and run time than the rude approximations(5.6) and (5.7). REFERENCES[1℄ C. T. H. Baker and M. S. Derakhshan, Stability barriers to the onstrution of f�; �g-reduible and frational quadrature rules, in Numerial Integration III, H. Bra� andG. H�ammerlin, eds., vol. 85 of Internat. Ser. Numer. Math., Basel, 1988, Birkh�auser,pp. 1{15.[2℄ L. Blank, Numerial treatment of di�erential equations of frational order, Numerial AnalysisReport 287, Manhester Centre for Computational Mathematis, 1996.[3℄ H. Brunner and P. J. van der Houwen, The numerial solution of Volterra equations, NorthHolland, Amsterdam, 1986.[4℄ M. Caputo, Linear models of dissipation whose Q is almost frequeny independent, II, Geo-phys. J. Royal Astronom. So., 13 (1967), pp. 529{539.
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